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PLEASE check with broadcast

The Hon. J. P. Maclay, M.P. in a talk in the Home

Service tonight at 9.30. said:

CONVOYS TO RUSSIA

For the last Six months I have been in North Russia working Alongside the

Russians at the various ports - trying to help in a small way to make sure that

the war material sent by Britain and America arrived safely in good condition and

was despatched and cleared to the battle' front in the shortest possible time.

There is a strange thrill of satisfaction in watching the ships of a

convoy arriving safely at their destination.

I used to be down on the quay with the Russian port authorities and their

staff watching, for the first ship to come slowly round the bend.

The Russians had always every detail of the discharging operation fully

planned - stevedoring gangs were waiting, the motor lorries, the girls who were

tallying the cargo, the tugs which were going to work the ships into their berths

and the long lines of railway trucks - all' standing' by ready to start work, not

tomorrow morning, -but immediately the ship Was tied up.

As the 'ships approached the quay where we were all standing we could begin
to realise what this northern passage meant. Ship after ship encased from stem

to stem and up to the track of -the masts in hard ice, their winches slowly

turning to keep them from freezing up and on the bridge the Captain and a Russian

pilot shouting through megaphones to the crew on the foc’s’le head who are

struggling with mooring ropes and wires difficult and dangerous to handle in the

low temperatures. Sometimes the temperature was down to degrees of frost

and it was a completely new experience, for many of the ships’ crews who only
learned by bitter experience that metal cannot he touched with' bare hands and’

that the ears and nose had to be carefully safeguarded.

Some of the ships have dents in their sides and some have chips off their

propellers, which tell a story of a battle with the ice.

Both the Russians and ourselves always watched these vessels approach with

admiration and gratitude and respect for the men of the Merchant Navy and the

Royal Navy who Brought the vessels through not only the marine dangers of storm

and ice, hut also through the perils of submarine, aircraft and surface raider.

In a few hours time all the. ships are safely alongside and the first tanks,

aircraft, and military vehicles are coming over the side on to the quay and on

to trucks. Everything gives way for tanks and aircraft, and practically always

within 24 hours after the arrival of a convoy the first railway train, made up of

these vital units, is on its way to the interior for immediate use against the

enemy.

The cargo in these convoys is usually very closely stowed, to get the

maximum into each shir); some of the lifts are very heavy and near the limit

of the capacity of the gear to lift it. Many of the Russian stevedores were not

used to handling this type of cargo but the British crews were always standing

by' ready to give a hand or to give advice when required, and ready to drive the

winches and handle the gear themselves if the lift was a specially difficult one.



The language difficulty was always a problem. and I was often appealed to,

both by the Russians and ships 1
crews to decide some argument, which, when I cane

along ’with a good interpreter I found, to be no argument at all, as both sides

were saying the sane thing in a different language.

There were very few accidents, although I shall never forget the excitement

when a tank accidentally slipped off- a barge into the water. The loss of a

large consignment of gold could hardly have caused a greater excitement and

activity, and within six hours the tank was brought up and being dismantled and

overhauled with the most meticulous care. Within a few days it was passed as fit

for service and was on its journey to the front.

People of this country often ask me whether the Russians really appreciate
the help we are sending and it always seems to me rather a foolish question. The

Germans are on Russian soil, in possession of many Russian factory areas, and

although the Russian resources must still be very large, it is obvious that they

require every piece of war material they can obtain. The promise of future

deliveries, the knowledge that quantities of cargo arc lying in Britain or America,

will not- drive the enemy back during these vital spring days, What is wanted is

war material actually arriving in Russia - and that is what the convoys have

been doing all through the winter - bringing British and American assistance to our

Russian allies, who for the moment are taking the brunt of the Germans’ attack.

The enemy is a common one and our urgent and, extensive assistance at the point

where the attack was most severe was expected by the Russians, That assistance

arrived - the right sort of materials, at the right time, at the right place,

and one only requires to be on the spot to know how anxiously it was waited for

and how greatly it was appreciated when it arrived.

I would like some of our factory workers and engineers to have seen the care

and interest with which the Soviet technical experts examined our materials. Every

part was looked, over with a. critical eye and it gave me a good feeling to know

that our workmanship could stand up to any inspection or comparisons.

Winter campaigning in Russia, is a supreme test and machines working at

temperatures of 40 to 50 degrees below; zero require the same care and foresight

in construction that ships require in order to stand the winter gales. Weaknesses

are quickly found, out and. weaknesses usually cost lives. Any reports which

came my way regarding the efficiency of our war material at the front were good

reports and when I toll you that the Russians are not slow to be critical I take

those reports as a tribute to our workers, without whose skill and continuous

work all armies are helpless.

lam often asked how we got on with the Russian people. Did our sailers get

on shore much?

One of the first things which the Russian authorities arranged when the ships

came alongside was to issue passes to all members of the crow but of course the

language problem was a great barrier. Very few Russians could speak English

and the British found the Russian alphabet difficult,



Our sailors were usually anxious to get to a cinema or.find a shop
where they could buy •something to take home as a memento to their families.

In most foreign countries you can have a good guess at the shop signs but

not so in Russia, You may think you have found a restaurant or shop of

kinds by seeing people go out .arid in but when you get inside as often as

not you find yourself in the local dispensary or post office. The

Russians are naturally a hospitable people, and they recognised quickly
the difficulties which our sailors found themselves in on shore, especially

during the long dark nights: and once or twice a week a number of men from

bach ship were given an invitation to the local concert hall-where there

was 'a dance and a concert or cinema- and an interpreter, appointed to make

sure that our men were looked,after.

I think the British sailors sometimes thought that they would have

to teach the Russian girls how to dance the latest dances, hut it was

very often the other way round. I can remember the surprise and excite-

ment' of some Scottish firemenwhen a Russian girl danced the Highland
■Fling for them in real Highland' Gapes fashion. The.- highest compliment was

paid to, her by one of the firemen remarking, Weel done lassie - Dunoon

wud be proud o 'ye}” Recently a large club has been fitted out in

Archangel with gymnasium, reading room, billiard tables and restaurant,
which will act as a centre for our men when- they come ashore and give
them some variety from ship life.

Those of us who lived ashore lived reasonably comfortably and

although there was not ouch variety of food we-, were always given more than

our-share of fresh stores when they .cane, into the area. Bread seems to

he the main oasis of the people’s diet. Good' wholesome black bread made

from rye. You get used, to it very, quickly and all of us who spent the

winter in North Russia give part of the credit for our good health to the

Russian bread.

At Christmas time we had parties Just the same,as at home, I

shall never forgot once then I was suddenly called on to make a speech

and could not think of anything weighty to say at Such short notice, so

I read out a letter I had Just received from my four years old daughter

exhorting me to-be careful not to fail through the ice and finishing up

with a request that when I came Home would I. please ask the Russians to

send her a reindeer," a wolf and a polar bear.

The speech received the usual polite applause and I thought no

more about it until a few days before leaving for home I received an irate

signal from the Captain of a British warship saying, "Have just received

on hoard a baby reindeer addressed to Miss Maclay, Scotland. Presume you

understand this is a man-of-war and not a floating Whipsnade,"

This was upsetting enough in itself but my mind at once flew

back to my speech and visions of what the next signal night contain if

the wolf and the polar bear also arrived. Luckily, however, the reindeer

was the only passenger. The gift gave me a pleasant warn feeling that

the Russian - whom we sometimes think of as only a hard fierce person -

could take the trouble t-o hunt up a baby reindeer to send to a small

girl in Scotland,



• The stern side of Russia, however, is very stern. Nothing is allowed

to:interfere with the prosecution of the war. Discipline is severe and mis-

takes either by workers or management are dealt With immediately and ruthlessly*

Crimes,' such as pilfering are regarded as acts against the state and dealt with

accordingly. If facilities for doing a job of work are not available they

are Improvised and time and again I used to hear the phrase, "That what must be

done shall be done," Sometimes the ships would bring a piece of machinery too

heavy for either ships gear or the shore cranes. That type of problem was

regarded by the Russians as a-challenge to their ingenuity and their ability
to improvise, Moscow said it was vital to the War effort to get that heavy
lift ashore and to its destination and therefore some way had to be found.

One instance I well remember* When the Russians' had tried everything,

.they had broken winches .and buckled derricks and risked their lives once or

twice, finally they resorted to the methods of the Ancient Egyptians and lifted

this particular piece of war material out of the ship by wedging it up inch by

inch and building a base underneath it until finally it reached the deck level

when the whole affair was slid overside on to the quay -with large ramps built

for the purpose, 24 hours a day the work went on and final success was looked

on not as something marvellous but as in the day's work*

The Russians knew that all the cargo.brought by the ships was urgently

required for fighting the war, that men had risked their lives and ships bringing

it, and no obstacle was allowed to- stand in the way of that cargo getting to its

destination either at the front or at the factory.

My whole memory of the Russian ports is one of united- effort and a grim
determination to destroy the enemy. Everything else-sacrificed to that end and

the deep rooted conviction that right is on the side of the Allies,

Britain is fortunate to have such an Ally and to know that every item

of help we Bend to her will be used to the maximum by people who do not under-

stand the word "surrender" and whose sole ambition is to defeat the Germans

and all that the present regime stands for.
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